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t	Flexcut, with over 25 years in business, delivers 
 top-notch, user-friendly tools for woodcarving, 
 printmaking, and sculpture. 
 

t	Tool handles are ergonomically designed, allowing   
 long periods of carving without hand fatigue.
 

t	Tool sets are available for beginners and for 
 professionals who want an economical way to    
 pump up their toolbox. 

t	Our carving tools feature flexible blade shafts with   
 razor sharp cutting edges to give you maximum   
 control over each cut. 
 See our video on Carving Tool Safety.

Our Tools
All Flexcut products are manufactured 

and assembled at our plant in Erie, Pennsylvania.

Throughout this catalog, you'll see this symbol indicating which 
Flexcut tools are featured on our YouTube channel. Be sure to 
watch these Flexcut instructional videos, showing many of our 
carving tools in use. Scan this QR code > 
or go to: youtube.com/flexcutcarvingtools

Video
Watch The

on
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Carvin' Jack Collection™

Detail 
Jack® 
The Detail Jack® can handle a 
variety of projects start to finish. 
Its single detail knife quickly re-
moves wood from convex surfaces, 
while its fine point is perfect for 
detailing delicate areas. The Pistol 
Grip™ handle design is crafted 
from aerospace-grade aluminum 
and is ergonomically designed 
to allow a strong grip for long 
periods of carving with minimal 
hand fatigue. 
JKN90 - $41.95

There is a difference in Detail Blades. The JKN90 and JKN95 
Detail Knives are more in a Wharncliffe style. The JKN88 Detail 
Knife is more along the tip style of a Sheepsfoot blade. 

Video
Watch The

on

Tri-Jack
Pro® 
The Tri-Jack Pro® has three blades 
that lock in place — a roughing 
knife, a detail knife, and a mini-
cutting knife. The roughing knife 
is great for modeling surfaces and 
creating texture, while the detail 
and cutting knives let you easily make 
the finest cuts. The Pistol Grip™ design 
minimizes hand fatigue and is made of 
aerospace-grade aluminum with a quarter-
cut cherry inlay.
JKN95 - $95.95

Mini-Cutting 
Knife

Detail 
Knife

Roughing 
Knife

Cherry Inlay

NEW!

Flexcut’s Spoon Carvin’ Jack® makes it 
easy and convenient to handcraft spoons 
from every kind of wood stock. It has both 
a shallow and a deep hook knife, designed to 
form the hollows of spoons and bowls. It also fea-
tures a straight blade for shaping and carving fine 
details into the design.
 Like all of the knives in our Carvin’ Jack 
series, our Spoon Carvin' Jack fits neatly in your 
pocket, so you can carve wherever you go. The 
handle is made of rugged aerospace aluminum 
with an ergonomic design that contours to fit 
the palm of your hand. There is also deep 
crosshatching, on the handle to keep the 
knife from slipping while carving. 
JKN96 - $124.95

Aerospace 
Aluminum 
Handle
 

Deep Hook Knife
Radius: .75"

Hook Knife
Radius: 5"

Detail Knife
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Detail Knife

V- Scorp

Chisel

Hook 
Knife
Radius: 
.875"

Straight Gouge

Gouge 
Scorp

Cherry
Inlay

Carvin’ Jack® 
The Flexcut Carvin' Jack® is the first folding multi-tool de-
signed specifically for the needs of woodcarvers. At 3.5 ounces 
and a closed length of 4-1/4", each come with a leather belt 
mounted sheath.
      Choose a right-handed 
knife if you are right-handed 
and carve with the blade 
towards yourself. If you carve 
away from yourself choose a 
left-handed knife. Left-handers 
should choose the inverse. 

A complete carving kit in your pocket

Right-handed Carvin’ Jack® 
is the ultimate for portability, 
wherever or whenever you have 
time to carve. 
JKN91 - $160.95 

Left-handed Carvin’ Jack® 
Knife should be chosen by how 
you carve, not necessarily by 
if you are right or left-handed.  
JKNL91 - $160.95 

Video
Watch The

on

Whittlin' 
Jack® 
Whittlin’ Jack® 
Designed for all outdoorsmen. Whittlin’ 
Jack® features a 1-1/2" Detail Knife and a 
2" Roughing Knife. It weighs in at just 3 
ounces and is just over 4 inches long when 
closed, so it neatly fits in your pocket.  
JKN88 - $56.95 

Pocket 
Jack® 
Pocket Jack® for Carvin'
This Flexcut jackknife is a streamlined 
version of our original Carvin’ Jack®, the 
first folding multi-tool designed specifi-
cally for the needs of woodcarving. It 
weighs 3 ounces and has a closed length 
of 4-1/4”. Includes: Detail Knife, Straight 
Gouge, Gouge Scorp and V- Scorp.
JKN89 - $92.95 

Pocket Jack® is the streamlined 
version of Carvin' Jack® with the 
same high-quality.

Detail Knife

V- Scorp

Straight Gouge

Gouge Scorp

The ultimate for portability, 
whenever or wherever you have 
the time to whittle.

Blades on JKN88 Whittlin' Jack® 
do not lock in place.

Detail Knife

Roughing Knife

Walnut Inlay

Each Carvin' Jack® 
includes a sheath 

and a custom SlipStrop 
for maintaining the 

sharpest possible edge.

To see a project completed with the Carvin' Jack, 
scan this QR code, or go to:
http://lumberjocks.com/projects/46046

All handle scales are made of 6061 aerospace aluminum grade.
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Individual Knives

Skew Knife
KN11 - $18.95

Cutting Knife
KN12 - $21.95 

Detail Knife
KN13 - $22.95

Pelican Knife
KN18 - $25.95 

Right-Handed
Hook Knife
KN26 - $30.95 

Left-Handed
Hook Knife
KNL26 - $30.95 

5/8" (16mm)

1-1/4" (32mm) 

1-1/2" (38mm) 

Roughing Knife
KN14 - $24.95

1-3/4" (44mm) 

Chip Carving Knife 
KN15 - $22.95

1" (26mm) 

7/8" (22mm) 

7/8" (22mm) 

1-5/8" (41mm) 

Video
Watch The

on

Each Flexcut Carving Knife 
is constructed with a solid 
American Ash handle and are 
made with the same edge-
holding steel as our gouges 
and chisels. The comfortable 

ergonomic handle allows for 
long periods of carving without 

hand fatigue. Our collection of 
knives give carvers a wide range of capabilities from very 
detailed projects to roughing out waste wood.
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Mini-Detail Skew Knife
KN31 - $28.953/8" (9.5mm) 

Mini Knives

Skewed Detail Knife 
KN34 - $26.95

Detail Skew Knife
KN32 - $28.95

Hooked Push Knife
KN33 - $28.95

Mini-Detail Knife 
KN27 - $27.95

7/16" (11mm) 

Fine Detail Knife 
KN35 - $26.95

1/2" (13mm) 

1-3/4" (44mm) 

Hooked Skew Knife 
KN37 - $26.95

13/16" (21mm) 

1" (26m
m

) 

Mini-Chip Carving Knife 
KN20 - $24.95

5/8" (16mm)

7/8" (22mm) 

Mini-Pelican Knife 
KN19 - $26.957/8" (22mm) 

Radius Knife 
KN36 - $26.95

3/4" (19mm) 

Upsweep Knife
KN28 - $25.95

1-1/4" (32mm) 

Approximate Knife Length: Range from 5-1/4" to 7-1/2"
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The World's Best-Selling Knife Sets

Slim-Handle
Detail Knife 
Set™ 
The perfect addition to your 
tool roll. These knives have 
the same high quality as other 
Flexcut knives, but the blades 
are smaller to handle the fin-
est detail work. 

Slim-Handle Detail 
Knife Set™ 
Includes KN20 Mini-Chip Carv-
ing Knife, KN19 Mini-Pelican 
Knife, KN27 Mini-Detail Knife, 
and Flexcut Gold polishing compound.
KN400 - $72.95 

3-Knife 
Starter Set™ 
We’ve packaged some of our 
most popular knives in one, 
3-Knife Starter Set™. The 
comfortable curved ergonomic 
handle allows for long periods 
of carving without hand 
fatigue. 

3-Knife Starter Set™ In-
cludes KN12 Cutting Knife, 
KN13 Detail Knife, KN14 
Roughing Knife, and Flexcut 
Gold polishing compound.
KN500 - $58.95

Whittler's Kit™ 
Whether you whittle profession-
ally or just for fun, Flexcut’s Whit-
tler’s Kit™ will give you better 
results. The razor-sharp edge al-
lows greater control over each cut. 
Ergonomic handles let you carve 
longer without hand fatigue. 

Whittler's Kit™
Includes KN13 Detail Knife, KN27 
Mini-Detail Knife, and Flexcut 
Gold polishing compound.  
KN300 - $49.95

Beginner Palm 
& Knife Set™
This set features our most pop-
ular palm tools and knives. It 
includes an all-purpose cutting 
knife plus a detail knife for 
close work and carving the fin-
est details. The two palm tools 
offer great cutting control and 
are perfect for small projects 
such as caricatures, walking 
sticks and tableware.

Beginner Palm & Knife Set™
Includes KN12 Cutting Knife, 
KN13 Detail Knife, FR306 
Sweep and FR307 Parting Tool.
KN600 - $74.95

Chip 
Carving Set™ 
Flexcut’s Chip Carving Set™ 
— everything you need to 
create the intricate geometric or 
freestyle patterns and lettering 
that are the hallmarks of the 
chip carving craft.

Chip Carving Set™ 
Includes KN20 Mini-Chip Carving 
Knife, KN15 Chip Carving Knife, 
KN11 Skew Knife, and Flexcut 
Gold polishing compound.
KN115 - $61.95 

Carving Knife Set™ 
with Tool Roll. Set 
includes KN12 Cutting 
Knife, KN13 Detail Knife, 
KN18 Pelican Knife, KN19 
Mini-Pelican Knife and 
tool roll. 
KN100 - $90.95

4-Piece
Carving 
Knife Set™
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Deluxe Palm & Knife Set™

Two popular tool sets give carvers a wide range of capabilities 
in one economical package. The set includes four razor-sharp 
carving knives — cutting knife, pelican knife, detail knife 
and mini-detail knife. Plus there are five palm tools including 
a skew, V-tool, and three gouges in 1/8, 5/16 and 3/8-inch 
sizes. Palm Tool Profiles: FR305, FR306, FR307, FR308, FR309. 
Knife Profiles: KN12, KN13, KN18, KN27.     
KN700 - $177.95

FREE 

Tool Roll 

 Offer*

*Rebate form is enclosed with 
each knife set, and will be 
redeemed directly from Flexcut. 
(A $30 Value!)

Deluxe Knife Set™

Brings together the most extensive collection of fixed 
blade carving knives in the industry, to give carvers a wide 
range of capabilities in one economical package. The set 
includes 18 razor-sharp carving knives, designed for rough-
ing to very detailed carving projects. 

Deluxe Knife Set™ Includes KN11, KN12, KN13, KN14, 
KN15, KN18, KN19, KN20, KN26, KN27, KN28, KN31, KN32, 
KN33, KN34, KN35, KN36, KN37. 
KN250 - $416.95

KN12
Cutting 
Knife

KN02 
Sheath

Hip Knife™

These scorps are essentially right-angled gouges designed for 
carving areas where the full length of a gouge will not fit. Knife carv-
ers will find them useful for hollowing deep, narrow cavities. Right 
and left-handed models are available. (Right-handed carvers - choose 
a right-handed tool to cut towards you - choose a left-handed tool to 
cut away from you.) Available in four profiles.

Scorps

Scorp Profiles

KN21 KN22 KN23 KN24
$27.95 $27.95    $27.95      $28.95

KNL21 KNL22   KNL23       KNL24
$27.95 $27.95    $27.95      $28.95

Right-Handed Scorp Set  
KN150 - $105.95

Left-Handed Scorp Set  
KNL150 - $105.95

Hip Knife™ gets its name from the handy leather sheath that attaches 
easily to any belt. Its safe portability lets woodcarvers carve almost 
anywhere including on vacation, around the campfire, or just on the 
back porch. In other words, wherever you go, that's where you carve!    
KN30 - $31.95
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Sloyd Knife Collection

The Sloyd Knife is great 
for whittling, chip carving, 
marking, general woodwork-
ing and handicrafts. Each knife 
comes with a custom, 100% leather 
sheath featuring a built-in belt clip. 
The sheath's rugged stitching gives 
it a distinctive look and ensures long-
lasting blade protection.
  Overall length of our Sloyd Knife is 
7-1/2" including it's 2-7/8" blade.
Sloyd Knife
KN50 - $48.95

Sloyd Hook Knives 
Perfect for Spoon 
and Bowl Carving

NEW!

The Double Bevel Sloyd Hook 
Knife is ideal for carving spoons, 
bowls, ladles and other deep hol-
lowed work. It features a double 
sided blade with a square, sharp-
ened end.
  Overall length of this knife is 
8-1/2". Radius = .75"
 
Double Bevel Sloyd Hook Knife
KN51 - $79.95

The Single Bevel Sloyd Hook Knife 
is perfect for forming the hollows of 
spoons and bowls. The deeply curved, 
single-edged blade is sharpened all 
the way to the pointed tip.
       Overall length of this knife is 
8". Radius = .5"
 
Single Bevel Sloyd Hook Knife
KN52 - $74.95

Flexcut's Sloyd Knife Collection comes razor sharp and ready to use right out of the 
package. Like sloyd tools of traditional Swedish design, Flexcut's knives are tough, well-
made tools. The core of the blades are made of high-carbon steel. This results in a very 
hard edge for superior edge retention. For added strength, the tang of each knife extends 
completely through the handle. The handles are beautifully made of conditioned Cherry 
hardwood and feature a brass ferrule for added strength and stability.
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Our draw knife has 5 inches of 
workable edge, which is designed 
to flex around contours where 
large amounts of stock need to 
be removed quickly. The tool 
can be flexed to accommodate 
concave or convex surfaces. 
Cuts can be made that 
conform more closely to 
the finished shape, tak-
ing less time to sand or 
scrape. 

This miniature draw knife is designed 
for hard-to-reach areas, where a pulling 
action is more conducive to efficient 
stock removal. The shank allows the 
cutting angle to be changed easily for 
contoured cuts.

This handy little draw knife was 
developed for fan carving and also works 
great for skinning bark and roughing off 
corners. It fits nicely into the tool box.

Draw Knives and Scrapers

Profile Scrapers

Remove any uneven surface or finish from 
your work without the use of sandpaper 
that costs money and creates airborne 
dust. Power handle included.
SK121 - $53.95

Removes:
∙  Roughness on hand or power carving.
∙  Ripple marks from moulding operations.
∙  Excess glue in hard-to-reach areas. 
∙  Unwanted paint or other finishes.

5" Draw Knife

3" Draw Knife

1" Draw Knife

5” Draw Knife with sheath
KN16 - $50.95 

3” Draw Knife with sheath
KN25 - $39.95

1" Mini-Draw Knife
KN17 - $31.95 

Dual-Sided 
Paddle Strop™ 
PW16 - $40.95
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11-Piece 
Craft Carver 
Set™ 
Contains 10 carving blades, 
manual, carving blank, 
11-pocket tool roll, ABS 
handle. Profiles: SK305, 
SK306, SK307, SK309, 
SK329, SK400, SK401, 
SK408, SK801, SK803.  
SK107 - $108.95 

5-Piece 
Craft Carver 
Set™ 
Contains 4 carving blades, 
manual, carving blank, 
11-pocket tool roll, ABS 
handle. Profiles: SK305, 
SK306, SK307, SK801.  
SK106 - $54.95

21 pc. Deluxe Starter Set™ 
Contains Cutting Knife, SlipStrop™, Gold Polishing Compound, Manual, 
90 Minute Carving DVD, Power Handle, ABS Handle. Profiles: SK406, SK407, 
SK323, SK700, SK601, SK446, SK428, SK402, SK702, SK703, SK602, SK725, 
SK927, SK317, SK403, SK754. 
SK108 - $219.95

Deluxe Starter Set
Our Starter Set has everything a new woodcarver needs. It 
includes 16 interchangeable blades, cutting knife, quick connect 
ABS handle, and a power handle. There’s also a SlipStropTM, 
gold polishing compound and an owner’s manual showing 
how to care for the tools. Plus you’ll find a free step-by-step 
instructional DVD for a great first project.

NOTE TO EXPERIENCED CARVERS 
Our Starter Set contains profiles not included in any other inter-
changeable set. So it’s a great way to add to your collection and 
save money.

Craft Carver Collection™
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Beginner 3-Blade
Craft Carver Set™ 
Includes everything you’ll need to get started in the reward-
ing world of woodcarving. Includes: Palm handle, 3 blades, 
basswood boot blank, 16-page manual & project guide and 
instructional DVD. Profiles: SK307, SK407, SK408.
SK110 - $41.95  

Beginner 2-Blade 
Craft Carver Set™ 
Everything a new carver needs to tackle a first time project. It 
comes with two carving blades — a V-tool and a gouge — and an 
interchangeable ABS handle. Two basswood blanks. A leaf project 
DVD with step-by-step instructions, an owners manual outlining 
the leaf project, maintenance and safety tips for beginners. 
Profiles: SK306, SK307.
SK111 - $31.95 

Lino & Relief Printmaking Set™

5 pc. Printmaking Set™ 
Contains 4 carving blades, 
manual, 11-pocket tool roll, 
custom strop and compound, ABS 
handle. Profiles SK803, SK306, 
SK307, SK309. 
SK130 - $53.95 

Relief printing is based on a reductive 
process - carve the non-image away from 
a flat, level surface and ink the remaining 
top surface with a roller or brayer in 
order to print the image. 

These tool sets utilize a quick-connect handle with interchangeable blades. 
Additional profiles are available to create your own custom set. See pages 14 and 15.

Video
Watch The

on
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Palm Sets & Individual Tools

Deluxe Palm Set 
Includes FR305, FR306, FR307, 
FR308, FR309, FR400, FR401, 
FR402, FR403.
FR405 - $158.95 

Mini-Palm Set  
Includes FR600, 
FR601, FR602, 
FR603.
FR604 - $71.95 

Wide-Format Palm Set 
Includes FR400, FR401, 
FR402, FR403.
FR404 - $70.95 

Beginners Palm Set
Includes FR305, 
FR306, FR307, 
FR308, FR309. 
FR310 - $84.95 $22.95

$22.95
$23.95
$25.95

$16.95
$17.95
$17.95
$20.95

$22.95 $17.95

$22.95
$20.95
$22.95

$17.95
$15.95
$16.95

$22.95 $17.95

$20.95
$20.95
$21.95

$15.95
$14.95
$15.95

$22.95 $17.95

$22.95 $17.95

$23.95 $18.95

$21.95

$21.95

$22.95

$21.95

$16.95

$15.95

$16.95

$16.95

$20.95 
$18.95
$20.95
$18.95
$20.95

$14.95
$13.95
$14.95
$13.95
$14.95

$18.95
$19.95

$13.95
$13.95

$19.95
$19.95
$18.95
$20.95
$20.95
$21.95

$14.95
$14.95
$13.95
$14.95
$14.95
$16.95

$21.95

$19.95

$20.95

$24.95

$16.95

$14.95

$14.95

$19.95

$20.95

$18.95

$20.95

$21.95

$24.95

$20.95

$20.95

$21.95

$24.95

$21.95

$21.95

$21.95

$19.95

$18.95

$20.95

$20.95

$14.95

$13.95

$14.95

$16.95

$19.95

$14.95

$14.95

$16.95

$19.95

$16.95

$16.95

$16.95

$14.95

$13.95

$14.95

$14.95

70°

90°

30°

45°

60° Soft-V

Macaroni

Approximate Palm Tool Length: 5-1/4"
Approximate Interchangeable Blade Length: 4-1/8"

$22.95
$22.95
$23.95
$25.95

$16.95
$17.95
$17.95
$20.95

$22.95 $17.95

$22.95
$20.95
$22.95

$17.95
$15.95
$16.95

$22.95 $17.95

$20.95
$20.95
$21.95

$15.95
$14.95
$15.95

$22.95 $17.95

$22.95 $17.95

$23.95 $18.95

$21.95

$21.95

$22.95

$21.95

$16.95

$15.95

$16.95

$16.95

$20.95 
$18.95
$20.95
$18.95
$20.95

$14.95
$13.95
$14.95
$13.95
$14.95

$18.95
$19.95

$13.95
$13.95

$19.95
$19.95
$18.95
$20.95
$20.95
$21.95

$14.95
$14.95
$13.95
$14.95
$14.95
$16.95

$21.95

$19.95

$20.95

$24.95

$16.95

$14.95

$14.95

$19.95

$20.95

$18.95

$20.95

$21.95

$24.95

$20.95

$20.95

$21.95

$24.95

$21.95

$21.95

$21.95

$19.95

$18.95

$20.95

$20.95

$14.95

$13.95

$14.95

$16.95

$19.95

$14.95

$14.95

$16.95

$19.95

$16.95

$16.95

$16.95

$14.95

$13.95

$14.95

$14.95

70°

90°

30°

45°

60° Soft-V

Macaroni
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Super-Wide-Format 
Palm Set  
Includes FR700, FR701, 
FR702, FR703.  
FR704 - $76.95 

All individual profiles are available with fixed Palm Handle or without handle.

Thumbnail Ground Set
Includes FR725, FR925, 
FR926, FR927.
FR920 - $83.95

Micro-Palm Set  
Includes FR800, FR801, 
FR802, FR803.
FR804 - $75.95 

Quick Connect 
Power Handle 
SK103 - $16.95
SK113 - 3 pack - $34.95

Quick Connect 
ABS Handle
SK100 - $16.95
SK112 - 3 pack - $34.95

Quick Connect 
Palm Handle
SK102 - $16.95
SK114 - 3 pack - $34.95

Handle Options

$22.95
$22.95
$23.95
$25.95

$16.95
$17.95
$17.95
$20.95

$22.95 $17.95

$22.95
$20.95
$22.95

$17.95
$15.95
$16.95

$22.95 $17.95

$20.95
$20.95
$21.95

$15.95
$14.95
$15.95

$22.95 $17.95

$22.95 $17.95

$23.95 $18.95

$21.95

$21.95

$22.95

$21.95

$16.95

$15.95

$16.95

$16.95

$20.95 
$18.95
$20.95
$18.95
$20.95

$14.95
$13.95
$14.95
$13.95
$14.95

$18.95
$19.95

$13.95
$13.95

$19.95
$19.95
$18.95
$20.95
$20.95
$21.95

$14.95
$14.95
$13.95
$14.95
$14.95
$16.95

$21.95

$19.95

$20.95

$24.95

$16.95

$14.95

$14.95

$19.95

$20.95

$18.95

$20.95

$21.95

$24.95

$20.95

$20.95

$21.95

$24.95

$21.95

$21.95

$21.95

$19.95

$18.95

$20.95

$20.95

$14.95

$13.95

$14.95

$16.95

$19.95

$14.95

$14.95

$16.95

$19.95

$16.95

$16.95

$16.95

$14.95

$13.95

$14.95

$14.95

70°

90°

30°

45°

60° Soft-V

Macaroni
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Premium Palm Sets 

NEW!

Premium 
Beginners Palm Set
FRP310 - $99.95

Premium Wide Palm Set
FRP404 - $82.95

Premium Palm Tools sold in sets 
only, not available individually.

Flexcut has minted three sets of exceptional quality premium palm 
tools. The tools feature broad, short knob handles in the European 
tradition, so they don’t roll. The handles are cut from fine cherry 
wood with a polished brass ferrule for strength, stability and long 
working life. Each set comes in it’s own cherry box with a lid. 
 The three unique sets available are the Premium Beginners Palm 
Set, Premium Wide Palm Set and Premium Deluxe Palm Set. 

#11 x

#6 x 

#5 x 

#3 x 

#8 x 

70° x 

70° x 

#3 x 

#2 x 

#11 x

#6 x 

#9 x 

#9 x 

70° x 

60° x 

#3 x 

#5 x 

#3 x 

#2 x 

 

Premium Deluxe Palm Set
FRP405 - $179.95

#3 x 5/8" (16mm)  

#5 x 9/16" (14mm)

#8 x 3/8" (10mm)

70° x 3/8" (9mm)  

Approximate Premium Palm Tool Length: 5-1/4"

#3 x 3/8" (9mm)  

#6 x 5/16" (8mm) 

#11 x 1/8" (3mm)  
 
70° x 1/4" (6mm) 

#2 x 5/16" (8mm)   
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Sometimes pushing tools by hand is not the most efficient way to go, especially when carving large 
projects or denser hardwoods. Our mallet tools are designed with just that in mind. Handcrafted with the 
same long-lasting Flexcut® razor edge, our Ash handles can be driven with a mallet or by hand. 

Mallet Tools

6 pc. Starter Set 
Includes MC403, 
MC305, MC208, 
MC311, MC411, 
MC360.  
MC150 - $174.95 

10 pc. Deluxe Set 
Includes MC203, MC403, MC505, MC307, MC309, MC211, MC311, 
MC511, MC245, MC460.  MC100 - $308.95 

4 pc. Sculptor’s Set 
Includes MC803, MC605, 
MC711, MC890.
MC175 - $149.95 

Approximate Mallet Tool Length: 10"

$27.95

$30.95

$47.95

$30.95

$34.95

$36.95

$27.95
$30.95
$31.95
$34.95

$32.95

$30.95

$32.95

$53.95

$33.95
$35.95
$47.95

$28.95
$30.95

$30.95

$30.95

$35.95

$50.95
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Micro Tools

 Perfect for...
•  Carving fine details such as mouths and eyes,   
 plus adding texture such as hair, fur, and feathers
•  Miniature and fine detail work 
•  Cleaning up ridges created by gouge cuts 
•  Cleaning up tight corners 
•  Accessing tight spaces 

Deep U-Gouge Set
MT500 - $77.95

1.5mm MT27 $20.95
2mm MT28 $20.95
3mm MT29 $20.95
4mm MT30 $20.95

45° Parting Set
MT600 - $77.95

1.5mm MT31 $20.95
2mm MT32 $20.95
3mm MT33 $20.95
4mm MT34 $20.95

FREE 
Tool Roll 
 Offer*

Flexcut has the Largest Collection of Micro Tools in the World.

Our Micro Tools will help you with all the 
woodcarving challenges you'll encounter.

Chisel Set
MT100 - $63.95

1/16" (1.5mm) MT11 $19.95
1/8" (3mm) MT12 $19.95
3/16" (5mm) MT13 $19.95
1/4" (6mm) MT14 $19.95

*With the purchase of every 4-pack Micro Tool Set, a 
rebate form is enclosed for a FREE four-pocket tool 
roll, redeemed directly from Flexcut. A $10 Value!
Excludes 5-pack and 6-pack.

Dogleg Chisel Set
MT150 - $63.95

1/16" (1.5mm) MT43 $19.95
1/8" (3mm) MT44 $19.95
3/16" (5mm) MT45 $19.95
1/4" (6mm) MT46 $19.95

Video
Watch The

on

3mm Mixed Profile Set
MT930 - $96.95

Skew MT16 $19.95
Sweep MT21 $20.95
Deep U MT29 $20.95
45° V MT33 $20.95
90° V MT41 $20.95

NEW!
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Skew Set
MT200 - $63.95

1/16" (1.5mm) MT15 $19.95
1/8" (3mm) MT16 $19.95
3/16" (5mm) MT17 $19.95
1/4" (6mm) MT18 $19.95

Flexcut has the Largest Collection of Micro Tools in the World.

Sweep Set
MT300 - $77.95

1.5mm MT19 $20.95
2mm MT20 $20.95
3mm MT21 $20.95
4mm MT22 $20.95

Shallow U-Gouge Set
MT400 - $77.95

1.5mm MT23 $20.95
2mm MT24 $20.95
3mm MT25 $20.95
4mm MT26 $20.95

60° Parting Set
MT700 - $77.95

1.5mm MT35 $20.95
2mm MT36 $20.95
3mm MT37 $20.95 
4mm MT38 $20.95

90° Parting Set
MT800 - $77.95

1.5mm MT39 $20.95
2mm MT40 $20.95
3mm MT41 $20.95
4mm MT42 $20.95

1.5mm Mixed Profile Set
MT910 - $114.95

Chisel MT11 $19.95
Skew MT15 $19.95
Sweep MT19 $20.95
Deep U MT27 $20.95
45° V MT31 $20.95
90° V MT39 $20.95

All Micro Tool profiles are available individually.Approximate Micro Tool Length: 5-1/2"
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Reciprocating Gouges
These blades allow your power carver to work less 
and carve more. They work great with the power off. 
Just imagine what they can do when you turn 
the power carver on. 

14 pc. Power Gouge Set    
Includes RG200, RG201, RG203, RG300, 
RG301, RG302, RG400, RG401, RG402, 
RG403, RG305, RG306, RG307, RG309.
RG100 - $158.95 

Detailing Gouges 4 pc. Set 
Includes RG305, RG306, RG307, RG309.
RG310 - $39.95 

Roughing Gouges 4 pc. Set
Includes RG400, RG401, RG402, RG403.
RG404 - $44.95

Wood Handle Adapter
Allows RG's to be used as a hand tool.
RG102 - $23.95  

Automach Shim Pack  
Allows these reciprocating gouges to be 
used with the Automach HCT-30. 
Pack contains 20 shims.
RG103 - $5.95 

Universal Quick Connect Adapter
Fits Wecheer Flexible Shaft Carver, 
Proxxon Detail Carver & Automach 
HCT-30. Accepts all Flexcut SK range of 
carving tools. See pages 14 and 15.  
SK109 - $23.95

RG404  
Roughing Gouges

RG310  
Detailing Gouges

Power Gouges

RG103
Automach
Shim Pack 

RG100 14 Pc. 
Deluxe Power Gouge Set

RG102 
Handle Adapter

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

F.

SK109
Universal
QC Adapter 

May not fit newer models. 
Contact power tool manu-
facturer.

#1 Chisels Single Bevel

#3 Sweeps

#5 Sweeps

#8 Sweeps

#11 Sweeps

Parting Tools

Spoons

All power gouges AvAilAble individuAlly

1" (25mm)           RG205   $16.95

3/8" (9mm)          RG305    $12.95
5/8" (16mm)        RG400    $13.95

3/4" (19mm)        RG300    $14.95

1" (25mm)           RG200    $16.95 

5/16" (8mm)        RG306    $12.95 

9/16" (14mm)      RG401    $13.95

5/8" (16mm)        RG301    $14.95 

7/8" (22mm)        RG201    $16.95 1/2" (12mm)        RG351    $15.95 

11/16" (18mm)     RG203   $16.95 

3/8" (9mm)          RG403   $14.95 
1/4" (6mm)          RG307   $13.95

1/8" (3mm)          RG309   $13.95 

1/2" (12mm)        RG302   $14.95
3/8" (10mm)        RG402   $13.95 

70°

90°

Approximate Power Gouge Length: Range from 2-1/4" to 2-3/4"
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Leather Power Strop 
This handy tool fits into any power drill. 
Simply apply the included buffing com-
pound to the leather wheel and let the 
drill do the work of bringing your edge 
up to a polished surface. 
PWS10 - $28.95

Deluxe Power Strop
The deluxe strop is identical to the 
standard PWS10 and contains an ad-
ditional V-shaped leather wheel for 
buffing inside V-tools and gouges.
PWS20 - $44.95 

Flexcut Gold™ 6 oz. polishing compound has been specially 
formulated to apply to the strop like a crayon. Its blend of alu-
minum and titanium oxide abrasives provides a balance between 
aggressive removal of hardened tool steels and offers a high-
sheen polish.  
PW11 - $9.95

Sharpening

An economical way of maintaining your tool’s razor edge. 
It has been specially molded to allow for polishing and 
deburring the hard-to-reach areas on the inside of V-tools and 
gouges as well as the outside edge bevel. Includes small 1 oz. bar of 
Flexcut Gold polishing compound and detailed instructions.  
PW12 - $16.95

SlipStrop™

Flexcut Gold™ 
Polishing Compound

Video
Watch The

on

Knife Strop™
An 8” x 2” leather stropping surface 
designed for stropping and keeping your 
knife blades razor sharp. Simply strop 
your knife blade away from the cutting 
edge on both sides to maintain your 
factory edge. Clamp or handheld ability; 
Flat and sturdy construction. Includes a 
1 oz. bar of Flexcut Gold Polishing Com-
pound designed to adhere to the strop by 
rubbing the bar on the leather 
surface of the strop.
PW14 - $15.95

Dual-Sided 
Paddle Strop™
This Dual-Sided Paddle Strop has a 10" x 3" strop-
ping surface to keep your blades at peak perfor-
mance. The rough leather surface is used in 
conjunction with Flexcut Gold Polishing Com-
pound to remove hardened steels. Turn the 
paddle over to the smooth leather surface 
for a high-sheen, razor-sharp finish.

Perfect for Sharpening: 
• All Flexcut Tools 
• Draw Knives
• Large Knives
• Hand Planes
• Kitchen Cutlery
• Chisels
• Turning Tools
• Mallet Tools
PW16 - $40.95

Approximate Power Gouge Length: Range from 2-1/4" to 2-3/4"
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The Little Book 
of Whittling
By Chris Lubkemann 
Whether you're a 
beginner looking to 
get started in the 
most basic form of 
woodcarving or some-
one simply seeking a 
peaceful way to spend 
some free time, The 
Little Book of Whit-

tling provides all the instruction and inspira-
tion you'll need to become an accomplished 
and relaxed whittler. Soft cover, 
6" x 9", 98-pages 
IN200 - $15.95

Easy Woodcarving, 
By Cindi Joslyn 
Clear, step-by-step guid-
ance, author Cindi Joslyn, 
a professional woodcarver 
and carving instructor, 
will provide everything 
you need to know to get 
started. You'll learn the 

basics of carving through a series of skill-building 
exercises, with hundreds of color photos, which 
will have you creating original folk art projects in 
no time. Soft cover, 8.5" x 11", 140-pages 
IN100 - $17.95 

Relief Carving 
In A Different 
Light DVD
This 90-minute DVD 
by master carver 
David Bennett 

reveals his secrets to successful relief carving. 
With step-by-step instructions, David leads 
you through an actual carving project, show-
ing his techniques and the visual concepts 
that make them work.
FR107 - $17.95 

Quick Connect 
ABS Handle
3" ABS plastic QC handle is mid 
sized for a wide variety of 
uses. Made from high impact ABS 
plastic. The yellow soft urethane 
gives an exceptional grip. Fits any 
unhandled SK tool. 
SK100 - $16.95

SK112 - 3 pack - $34.95

Leather Sheath 
for 3" Draw Knife
KN04 - $8.95

Leather Sheath 
for 5" Draw Knife
KN03 - $14.95

Leather Jack Knife Sheath
This molded leather sheath 
will fit any of the jackknives 
in our Carvin' Jack Collec-
tion™. Loop attaches easily 
to many belt styles.  
JKN06 - $15.95 

Leather Knife Sheath 
with belt clip
Molded leather sheath will 
fit any standard knife 
profile (does not fit mini- 
knives, scorps, KN33 
Hooked Push Knife or Sloyd 
Knife Collection). A blade 
stop is fixed at the bottom 
of the sheath to keep the 
point from cutting through. 
Metal belt clip attaches 
easily to any belt style.  
KN02 - $17.95 

19 Pocket Tool Roll 
Tool roll will accept up to 18 
unhandled (SK) gouges and one 
interchangeable handle.
SK200 - $15.95 

11 Pocket Tool Roll
Tool roll will accept up to 10 
unhandled (SK) gouges and one 
interchangeable handle.   
VROLL - $11.95 

4 Piece Knife Roll
This tool roll will accept up to 4 
Flexcut knives, scorps or micro 
tools to protect the edges.
KN00 - $11.95 

Accessories

Quick Connect 
Palm Handle
2" Ash handle. Its shorter 
length allows close work 
for detailing. Fits any 
unhandled SK tool.  
SK102 - $16.95

SK114 - 3 pack - $34.95

Quick Connect 
Power Handle
4-1/2" Ash handle has the same 
ease of inserting and removing 
the tool as our other QC handles. 
Its added length allows for greater 
power for larger tools. Fits any 
unhandled SK tool.  
SK103 - $16.95

SK113 - 3 pack - $34.95

SHEATHS

TOOL ROLLS

HANDLES

BOOKS & DVD
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Wall Mount Display 
42” wide x 26” high x 8” deep (excluding header card). Acrylic 
doors can be locked for security. Standard pegboard and sliding 
wall to hang product. Display is completely assembled and ready 
for wall mounting. Contact Flexcut for pricing.

Enjoy the honored craft of woodcarving today.

Header Display Sign 24" x 7.5" 
This heavy-duty acrylic sign is ready to hang with drilled holes for a pegboard.

Catalog Holders
Clear acrylic display holds 
8.5" x 11" product catalogs. 
Ready for pegboard hanging.

Brochure Holders
Clear acrylic display holds 
4" x 9" Would You Like to be a 
Woodcarver? brochures. Get 
the basics on choosing the best 
woods and the right tools.
Ready for pegboard hanging.

Merchandising For Dealers 

Flexcut Photo CD 
Ideal when planning your catalog or advertis-
ing promotions. This photo CD contains High 
Resolution 300 dpi JPEG images and graph-
ics from the Flexcut full-line catalog, including 
individual photos of tool sets, tool profiles, 
and product displays. 

Suggested Peg Board 
Plan-O-Gram Displays
Plan-O-Gram layouts are used 
with your existing in-store stan-
dard pegboard. Custom make a 
Plan-O-Gram for your store when 
displaying your Flexcut inventory. 
Contact your Flexcut representa-
tive for details.

Merchandising Kit
Includes all items below. Header Sign, Photo CD, Project DVD, Catalogs, 
Brochures, and Holders.

Flexcut In-Store Demo Loop DVD 
This DVD contains a start to finish, 30+ 
minute boot carving project that runs in a 
loop on your store DVD player or computer. 
A valuable point-of-purchase sales tool and 
instructional video for informing your cus-
tomers about woodcarving basics.

Exterior handle 
allows front panel to 
slide for browsing 
the product 
selection while 
doors are locked.

Point-of-Purchase (POP)
Merchandising Displays

Mini Countertop Display
32" high x 13" wide (without 
hooks). Total display area: 9.8 
sq. ft. This Counter Top display 
is used when space is limited. 
The slotted plywood panels 
work in conjunction with stan-
dard slatwall hooks (included). 
Its revolving turnstyle allows it 
to be placed near a wall or aisle. 
Contact Flexcut for pricing.

Carvin' Jack Collection Brochure 
This 8.5" x 11" 4-page, full color brochure 
describes the six jackknives that make up 
Flexcut's Carvin' Jack Collection. Carvin’ 
Jack, Pocket Jack, Tri-Jack Pro, Whittlin’ 
Jack, Detail Jack, and Spoon Carvin' Jack.
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Flexcut Tool Company Inc.
8105 Hawthorne Drive
Erie, PA 16509 USA
Toll-Free: 1-800-524-9077

flexcut.comwww.facebook.com/flexcut youtube.com/flexcutcarvingtools


